Inda-Gro has long been known for our industry leading innovations that deliver peak plant performance while saving
energy and water and always in an environmentally responsible manner. It is through our sister organization 151
Farms that we were introduced to a product that we have been using successfully to disinfect our equipment and
plants which is environmentally superior to other disinfectants such as bleach or peroxide based disinfectants. That
product is 99.9% pure Chlorine Dioxide CIO2.
What has historically made the widespread use of CIO2 difficult to bring to market has been the equipment necessary
to create CIO2 is expensive and once created the lifespan of the chemical requires it to be used within 2 weeks of its
creation. Selective Micro Technology (SMT) has solved that problem and the need for expensive commercial C1O2
generation equipment by instead allowing the end user to create CIO2 as necessary with their proprietary delivery
system which allows the end user to simply add one of their CI02 generation packets to regular tap water. Once the
packet is added to water, within hours the generator has created the CIO2 necessary to begin the disinfecting
processes.
Inda-Gro is an authorized stocking distributor of the SMT CIO2 generation products and would be happy to assist you
in providing you with these products and learning more about how these products can effectively remove those
dangerous pathogens, molds, microbes and viruses that are threatening our health and our plant production
capabilities in an environmentally safe and responsible manner.
Our SMT CIO2 generation packets are non-toxic and environmentally safe. Unlike Sodium Hypochlorite products
(bleach) our products are not only more effective (2.5X) at disinfecting surfaces but have been rated and registered
by; The Organic Materials Review Institute, EPA, FDA, OMRI, OSHA, as well as many state and local environmental
control agencies to be safe and non-toxic when used in the methods and dosing protocols that have established.
Furthermore once applied to the surface the product will kill the pathogen, mold or virus and then off-gas so there is
no residual measurable evidence of CIO2 than can be detected.
To further your understanding of the benefits of these products here are some links you’ll find useful:
1) https://www.selectivemicro.com
2) Slideshow -The Story of Chlorine Dioxide: https://www.slideshare.net/SelectiveMicroTech/smtsurfacedecontamination?ref=
3) A Technical Introduction to Chlorine Dioxide: https://www.selectivemicro.com/referencematerials/bioprocess_chlorine-dioxide.pdf
4) Technical Bulletin with testing by Purdue University as to bacteria disinfectant and virucidal claims:
https://www.selectivemicro.com/images/product-pdfs/SC_12G_Tech_Bulletin.pdf
5) What’s different about SMT? https://www.selectivemicro.com/about-us/whats-different-about-smt
6) The Real Dangers of Bleach Products: https://www.selectivemicro.com/insights-general-disinfection/146the-real-dangers-of-household-cleaning-products
Please contact us with any questions or product order requirements you might have.
We look forward to serving you.
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